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R. Coifman and R. Rochberg have shown that functions in weighted Bergman 
spaces on symmetric domains in C” have representations as sums of normalized 
powers of reproducing kernels. F. Ricci and M. Taibleson used the Coifman- 
Rochberg decomposition in the upper half plane to show that, on the boundary, 
functions from these spaces induce functionals on “mean oscillation spaces” (which 
they introduce and show are Besov spaces) and have atomic decompositions. The 
mean oscillation definition has been a useful technical tool. In this paper we define 
mean oscillation spaces on the Heisenberg group and extend some of Ricci and 
Taibleson’s results. 6 1991 Acadenuc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bergman spaces AP in a domain in @” are collections of p integrable 
holomorphic functions. These spaces have reproducing kernels. Coifman 
and Rochberg have shown in [CR] that, for a large class of domains, 
functions in these spaces can be decomposed into Z, sums of reproducing 
kernels; that is, as sums of the form C A,$,,( .) where {Ai> is in 1, and 
q5;, (.) is a normalized power of the reproducing kernel at the point zi. They 
actually do this for weighted Bergman spaces (i.e., Sobolev spaces of 
Holomorphic functions; see [BB] ). Later Ricci and Taibleson [ RT] used 
the decomposition of Coifman and Rochberg to show that, in the upper 
half plane, boundary values of functions in weighted AP spaces exist as 
functionals on Besov spaces and have atomic decompositions. They did this 
by introducing “mean oscillation spaces” and working directly with these. 
(These turn out to be Besov spaces.) They then showed that the Cauchy- 
Szego projection is bounded on spaces of atoms. 
Our purpose here is to extend some of these results to the setting of the 
Heisenberg group. In particular, we will: (i) extend the definition of mean 
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oscillation space and establish some equivalent norms, (ii) show that 
boundary functionals from weighted holomorphic AP spaces are in an 
atomic space, and (iii) show that the Cauchy-Szego projection is bounded 
from the atomic spaces to the weighted Bergman spaces. Though all these 
results require tools or techniques that either are not necessary or are 
trivial in one dimension, the last will prove most difficult. The major reason 
for this is that in one variable it is sufhcient o show that convolution with 
the Poisson kernel is bounded. This is not sufficient when n > 1. 
Other authors have approached problems similar to the ones here but in 
I&!” and with different methods. References for the equivalences of various 
norms are [D, G, RS], and for decompositions, [CM, DGM, FJI, FJ2]. 
The contents are as follows. In Section 2 we review some background 
material on the Heisenberg group. In Section 3 the mean oscillation spaces 
are defined and we prove a covering lemma and propositions on norm 
equivalences. In Section 4 we show that the Bergman spaces define func- 
tionals on the mean oscillation spaces. Section 5 contains the definition of 
the atomic spaces, the decomposition of boundary values from AP, and the 
proof that the Cauchy-Szego projection is bounded on the atomic spaces. 
Section 6 contains remarks and open problems. 
To avoid unnecessary notation, proofs will usually be done in the setting 
of @* (or H,). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
There are several excellent references for the Heisenberg group such as 
[FS, T, V]. The reader may wish to look in one of these for more detailed 
background. 
The Siegel upper half plane, D,,, in C” + ’ is the collection of points 
((, z) E c x C” with the property that r=Im[-- lz12=Im~-z.z>0, 
where z . w = C:= r zjWj. We usually write (5, z) E C” + I as (z, t, x, y), where 
T is as above, t = Re-[, and z = x + iy. 
The Heisenberg group H, is the Lie group with underlying manifold 
[w x iw’” and group law gg’ = (t, x, y)(t’, x’, v’) = (t, z)(t’, z’) = (t + t’ + 
2Imz.z’,z,+z’)=(t+t’+2C;=, ((xj,yi),(-y;,xl)),z+z’). 
The boundary of D, acts on D, and this induces a group structure on 
the boundary. With this structure the boundary can be identified with the 
Heisenberg group. By using coordinates (T, t, X, y), D, can be identified 
with (0, co) x H, as a manifold. For z = (z, t, x, y), we will denote 
g = (t, x, y) by He(z). The Haar measure on H, is dt dx dy. 
Dilations on H, are defined by T . (t, x, y) = (r’t, TX, zy). The 
(homogeneous) norm of (t, x, y) is l(t, x, y)l = (t2 + 11(x, y)(14)“4 where 
11(x, y)ll is the usual Euclidean norm of (x, y); the norm of T .g is JTI lgl. 
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We set B(g,r)={hEH,,:Igh ‘l<r} and (B(g, Y)), = B(g, ZT). Note that 
I(B),/ = T2n+2 IBl, where IEl denotes the (Haar) measure of E. Thus, the 
homogeneous dimension of H,, is 2(n + 1). 
Let c( = (c(,, a,, tl,) = (z,, rr, ,, . . . . z,.~, c(,, I, . . . . 2, .,,,) be a multi-index of 
non-negative integers. The (homogeneous) degree of z is 1~1 =2c(, + 
a x, I + . . . + a Y, 1 +a,.,, + “’ +a,,,,. If g=(t,x,l,)EH,, we set g”= 
fIXy’.I . . . x;‘.nyy.’ . . y;‘.“. A polynomial of (homogeneous) degree /n 
is a complex finite linear combination of terms of the form g” where 
1~11 < rn and for at least one term Ic(/ = m. We denote the degree of a 
polynomial P by deg(P). Note that lg”l d c IgIl”‘, deg(P(gh)) = deg(P(g)), 
and deg( P(z . g)) = deg( P( g)). 
A basis for the Lie algebra of H, is given by T= d/at; Xi= a/ax, - 
2yi(a/at); Y, = a/ayi + 2x,(a/at); i = 1, . . . . t2. We set x2 = T3’X;r.l.. 
X”,.n Y”‘.’ . . . Y”v.n n 
If 1 L q d co:’ q’ will be the conjugate index to q; i.e., l/q+ I/q’= 1. If 
0 < q d 1, set q’ = co. We sometimes write Bi for ( B)A, where Jo Z and A is 
a fixed constant. Otherwise, Bi is a member of an indexed family. 
3. MEAN OSCILLATION SPACES ON H, 
We begin with some definitions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let z > 0 and 69 = {B,} /“=, be a covering of H, by balls 
B, such that the radius of each B, is r and no point of H,, belongs to more 
than k of the balls B,. B is said to be a k-admissible covering of radius z. 
The following establishes the existence of k-admissible coverings. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L = {(K, 2, ,u) = (K, A,, . . . . A,, pl, . . . . pn) E if”‘+ ‘}. For 
each g!z H,: 
(i) there is an h E L so that Igh-‘1 <N, = ((2n)* + 1)‘14 and 
(ii) there are at most k, = (8n)“+’ such elements of L. 
(3.3) 
Proof: (We remind the reader that the proofs are done in the 
special case of H, .) Let g = (t, x, y) E H. Choose i, p E Z and x’, y’ E K? 
so that (i) x = 2 + x’, y = p + y’ and (ii) 0 < x’, y’ < 1. Let t’= 
t + 2((x, y), (xl, y’)) + fi where 0 < 6 < 1 and t’ E h. Then 
(t + 2((x,y), (x’, y’))- t’)*=S< 1. Therefore, I(t, x, y)(-t’,-f-x’)1 = 
(6 + [lx’ + iy’1/4)“4 < ((2)* + 1 )‘j4. This proves (i). 
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To prove (ii) suppose h = (K, A, p)gZ3 satisfies (3.3). Then Ix--Al, 
b-PI w4*+ 1) . l/4 Hence, there are at most 8 possible choices of 
(1, P) E z2. For each such choice K must satisfy I(t + 2( (x, y), 
(-i, p)) Y rc)l < ((2)2 + 1)“‘. Thus, there are at most (2 .2 a)(8) choices 
of (K, 4 11). 
By dilating the k,-admissible covering of radius N, centered at the points 
of (r, N,) . L by (z/N,) we get a k,-admissible covering of radius z. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let s > 0, A > 1, and z > s/A. Zf B is a ball of radius s and 
2 = VWZ, is a k-admissible covering of radius T there are at most 
M= C,kA2”+* of the B,‘s contained in 9’. 
Proof. By translation invariance it is sufficient to prove the lemma 
for B = B(0, s). Then B is contained in the Euclidean rectangle R = 
[-s2.s2]x[-s,s]*aa3. 
Consider the covering Y(s/A). We claim that the only balls in Z(s/A) 
meeting B are centered within a Euclidean rectangle R’, to be defined below. 
To see this, observe, as in Lemma 3.2, that if I( t, x, y)( - t’, -x’, --y’)l < s/A 
then Ix-x’l, ly-y’l <s/A; and I(t+2(xy’-x’y))-t’l <s2/A2. 
For (t, x, u) E R these conditions imply that It - t’l < s2/A2 + 
2s(s -t- s/A) < 5s’. Thus, R’ = [ - 5s2, 5s2] x [ -2s, 2~1~. Hence, the number 
of balls in 9(s/A) intersecting B is not greater than CS~/(S/A)~ < CA4. 
Since s/A 6 z and $I is a M-admissible covering there are at most k of the 
centers of 9 in each element of T(s/A) and we are done. 
Given a locally integrable function g, a ball B, and an integer m > 0, let 
g(gm)(zl) be the unique polynomial of degree less than or equal to m such 
that 
i 
(g(u) - gg’(u)) u’ du = 0 VO < loll <m. (3.5) 
B 
For z > 0, 0 < q < 00, and g a k-admissible covering (k 2 M) of radius r‘, 
set 
osc,, m (8, g) = c (j+ JB, Ig(u) - gLi)Wl du ‘. 
I > 
(3.6) 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let k > k,, 1 <q < 00, c( > - (n + 1)/q. The mean 
oscillation space MO:, is the space of equivalence classes of locally 
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integrable functions g, modulo polynomials of degree less than or equal to 
m (=m(a,q))=[2(a+(n+l)/q)] such that 
where o y. m, !A z) = suPro%. ,?I (g, 2) : d is a k-admissible covering of 
radius r}. 
Before establishing some equivalent norms we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let T > 1, B be a ball, B* another ball containing B and 
contained in (B),, for some A > 0. If g is locally integrable and m is a 
non-negative inieger, 
sup lg(Bm)(u)- g(s”:)(u)l d Cn/2(2’z+2)rm h 
U6 (EL 
Proof (cf. CRT]). Let {$I}, 0 < IpI dm, be the dual basis to x2, 
0 < (ccl d m; i.e., 
(i) de +i = IPL 
We may assume B= B(0, r) and write $a for II/i. Since m is fixed we 
write g, for g(snt). Then, 
g(x) $,Ax) dx up. 
Also, let g,.(u) = C, CBuO. Then, 
(3.10) 
Ig,(+g,.(u)l=~; (& jBx(x&W+-z: C,dj 
GE Id Ii j- 
0 B 
(&I-~ Gx.,“,,,,~ 
R 
Qc lual sup IICla(x)I +, 1 k(x)-g;(x)l dx 
B .Y E B B 
GA4 k(X) - &?B*tx)I dx. 
B’ 
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Thus, 
sup k,(u) - gAu)I 
UC cm7 
Since (3.9) determine tja(x) and 
1 
6&o = lB(O, 1)I I B(0, I) +fl 
B(“, “(24) ur du 
1 
= r4 IB(o, l)l s 
II/ 
B(0, 1) 
;(O, l’(u) uar4 du 
1 
=m s B(0.r) es 
B(o. “(r-‘u) r-‘aiUl d,, 
we conclude that $~‘“~“(u) = rpIp’II/Fo. ‘)(r-‘u), and, hence, 
sup Itj&)l = r-Ip’Cn, 
xc3 
(3.11) 
which completes the proof. 
The next two lemmas establish a discrete version of the norm I$,,~(.). 
This also establishes the existence of “almost optimal” coverings of H,, i.e., 
coverings (&I(D)}~,, such that each B(U) is a k-admissible covering of 
radius 0 with the property that if A > 1, then 
where C, and C, depend only on A and (g(o)). A necessary property of 
these “almost optimal” coverings is that they are separated in the sense that 
for a fixed e there is an r > 0 so that any ball of radius r is contained in 
one of the balls of S?(G). (Such an r is sometimes referred to as the 
Lebesgue number of S?(g).) 
Counterexamples to (3.12) on R (= Ho) can be constructed for coverings 
not possessing this separation property by utilizing the function g(x) = 
xco, m,(~) - xc- 03, o,(x) and its translates. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let r>O, A>I. For every heH, there is a jEB and a 
B’ E Y(A’) so that B(h, .c) C_ B’. 
Proof Let f(h)=inf,..?,(,,,t,,(d(m,h)}. By Lemma3.2, f is a 
minimum over a non-empty finite set and thus continuous. Let 
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L=max hE B(0. N, f(h). If t<N-Landh~B(O,N)then B(h,t)GB(m(,,N) 
for some WZ,E Z’. The lemma now follows by translation and dilation 
invariance for A’ 3 t/( 1 - L/N). 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let g he u locally integruble function on H,,, A > 1, 
ldq6co, z> -(n+l)/q, m=m(r,q), andkak,,. Then gEMOJk if/ 
f A 2izosc 
1 ‘4 
y. mk, y%(A’)) 
I 
<OZ. 
,= cc 
(3.15) 
In this case (3.15) provides a norm on MO:,, equivalent to v&~. 
Proof (cf. [ RT] ). Let &I = {B,) be a k-admissible covering of length r. 
By Lemma 3.13 there is a j so that each of the B,‘s is contained in some 
B{E Y(Aj) where j is chosen as in the proof of (3.13). By Lemma 3.8, 
1 
- f Ig(u)-gLT’(u)l dud C h Ib; Ig(u)-g&?(u)1 du, 
IB,I B/ / 
and by Lemma 3.4 there are at most M= C,k of the B,‘s in a single B{. 
This establishes the second inequality of (3.12) and, thus, 
f 
r 
T-21 (3.16) 
0 I 
Majorization in the other direction follows from an analogous argument. 
COROLLARY 3.17. If k,, k, 3 k,, then MO;,, = MOzk2 with equivalent 
norms. 
Proof: Obvious from Proposition 3.14. 
From now on we will write MO: with some admissible choice of k (i.e., 
k > k,) being understood. 
PROPOSITION 3.18. Let g be a locally integrable function on H,,, 
a> -(n+l)/q, ldqdco,m=m(a,q). ThengEMO:zffgivenn>n+l+ 
a + (n + 1)/q the quantity 
(,t, I ;+, (fHn k(u)-g,(u)1 (A’P:;E;;I:lj:lz), d$“* (3.19) 
‘E n 
is finite. Here i= (tc, A, p), g, = gLt), and B, = B((A’/N,) . i, A’). 
In this case (3.19) provides a norm on MO: which is equivalent to vi. 
Proof For k E Z +, set B,, k = (Bij)Ak and g,j, k = g$“,jk and B,j-, = Bij. 
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Then 
1 -- 
I Bij, kl 
s 
Ig(“)-gij(u)l d” 
B,,, or 
“P Ig;j,h(U)-gtj,h-l(U)l 
h = I u c 8,. k 
<CAmA i Am(k-h) 
$J JB,,,, Ig(u)-gij,h(U)I & (3.20) 
Therefore, 
h=O 
s 
AmI - I) 
H 
lgt”)-giJ(u)l (AZ’+ lu(Aj.i)-l12)q d" 
= z, jB,,,k,B,,,km, k(u) - sv(u)l A” +y;;;;.;;- 1,2y du 
<c f A4kA-ZkrlA-Zjl 
k=O 
Ig(‘)-gij,k(U)I du+ SUP Igij(u)-gq,k(U)I 
u ~2 88,. k 
kt”)- gij, ktU)\. 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 that {B, k} is a CA4k k-admissible covering. 
Thus, {B, k} is a union of CA4 k-admissible coverings and, therefore, by 
inequality (3.12), 
cc 
ic(I 
A2k(2--s) 
\i k=O 
& JB,, k Ig(“)-gij,k(U)I du)v)LI’ 
<C z A=-tl) 
k=O (I: (& I,,,, Ig(“)-gKk(U)I d”)9)1’9 
<C f A2k(2--+2Z19’~~~q,mfq, Y(A’+k)). 
k=O 
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Therefore, by Proposition 3.14, 
9 I/y r Ijr 
x$q jB,,,* Mu) -g,,,k(u)I du) ) 
r,, k 
) ] 
<C f A 2kCn + I ~ v+ ((II+ 1 )lq)u) 
k=O 
x c (Ap2(i+k)Z)) osc,,,(g, mY(A’+“))’ 
( i > 
l/r 
G q,(g). 
Majorization in the opposite direction is obvious. 
4. WEIGHTED BERGMAN SPACES ON D, 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let B > 0, 0 < q < co, n E Z +. The weighted Bergman 
space Ai is the set of functions holomorphic in D, and satisfying 
Im zO- )z,\~)~,-’ /f(z,, z,)lydz dF < 03 
The space A, (- ( n “2 L* D ) intersect he class of holomorphic functions) is a 
Hilbert space with reproducing kernel (cf. [K2]), the Bergman kernel, 
given by 
B((s, t, z,), (0, s, ~1)) = C, 
1 
((s-t)i+r+a+ IJwl -z,II~)~+~ 
( =C, 1 (i(W,-z,)-22, .w*y+2 > (4.2) 
(cf. [KS, CR]). The spaces At also possess reproducing kernels and these 
are given by a constant imes B(z, [) (‘A’* + ‘))uQ + n + ’ ). We denote these kernels 
bY 43.9. 
We denote the Bergman metric on D, by d(z, w). For a general exposi- 
tion see [KZ]. 
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Suppose v > 0. Call a sequence of points { Ci} in D, an q-lattice if: (i) 
d(ci, c,) > q whenever i #j, and (ii) given any z in D, there is a ii such that 
d(z, ii) <‘I. We construct a particularly convenient q-lattice. Let 1 < A < 2. 
Consider the “cylinder” C= [l -A-‘/(2n+ 1)‘j4, 1 +A2/(2n+ l)““] x 
B((0, 0, 0), 1). Since the Bergman and Euclidean metrics are equivalent on 
compact sets there are constants C, and C, so that C is contained in a 
(Bergman) ball of radius C, and contains a Bergman ball of radius C,. 
From this if follows that there is an y > 0 so that the points 
~,=(AJ/(2n+1)‘~4)~~~(1,0,0,O)(herej~Zandi=(~,~,~)~22”fL)form 
an u-lattice. To see this note that: (i) any point in D, is contained in 
(A’/(2n + 1)“4. i. C for some j and i; and (ii) (,4j”/(2n + 1)““). i. C 
contains (Aj”/(2n + 1)““) . i. (1, 0, 0,O) and no other lattice point. It is also 
clear that the lattice constant q (= y](A)) tends to 0 as A tends to 1. Note 
that He([..) = (Aj/(Zn + 1)1’4). i. 
V 
THEOREM 4.3 (Coifman-Rochberg). Let O<q< co, /?>O, and f3> 
max(O, l/q - 1). There exists A = A(q, /?, 8) such that 
(a) if f E At, there exist numbers ,I, such that 
f(z) =I I,A”4(AiRp,y(~, [,j))‘+” (4.4) 
and 
(b) V(C IW)l’y < co, then f is defined by (4.4) is in At and 
( > 
114 
N4(f)‘C,L3,tl.A C Inil” . 
This is Theorem 2 of [CR]. They do not explicitly give the lower bound 
of 0 for fi and q. This depends on the range for which Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 
of [CR] are valid. Lemma 2.1 is the statement hat B(z, [)(1i(“+2))(pq+n+ ‘) 
is the reproducing kernel for A$ Lemma 2.2 in [CR] can be stated as: 
LEMMA 4.5 (Coifman-Rochberg). Let 0 < q < co and p > 0. For 
cr(n + 2) > q - 1, 
s lB(w z)l’+s (Im zO- Iz~~~)~~-’ dz d2 &I 
409, I58rl-7 
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Proof Changing coordinates, 
=.i 
IB((a,s,u,u),(z,t,,~,y))l’+“t’~~ ‘dzdtdxdy 
Dn 
= c jam jR j@ I((f--s)i 
+(~+~)+(~(x,y)-(u,v)~l*)~(~+~‘~~((’+~’~’~~~--ldxdydtdz 
(changing to polar coordinates) 
(t2+(T+a+r2)2)- (n+*)(1+?)/2~B4--ly2n--l d,. > 
dt& 
= Ca’B” ~ I’ - an + 2’ 
m 
s (IS 
cc 
X 
0 R 0 
(f2+(T+ ] +r2)2)-(~+2’(~+~‘/*T~4~~y*~~I &dt & 
(letting t = R cos 0 and r* = R sin f3) 
X (R2 cos2 8+ (T + 1 + R sin @)2)-(ni2)(1+z)‘2 
xR”sin”-‘8dRde dr 
> 
Oc = Cawq-“-a(“+2’ 
0 
r&l(T+ I)-(n+2’%-1 dT 
0 > 
We now prove a lemma about the building blocks of the Coifman- 
Rochberg decomposition and then prove the main theorem of this section. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let O<q<oo, p>O, 8>max(O,q-l), and a>O. Set 
g=(t,x,y), w=(c,s,u,u), and a=(Q+l)(fi+(n+l)/q). For IC~J= 
0, 1) 2, . ..) [2a-(2n+2)], 
s &. ,((O> g), w))lcegzdg=O. H” (4.7) 
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ProojI From (4.2) 
a[ul 
R, ,W> (~9 x, Y))) = C atca, - [((t-S)i+(T+II(X,y)-(u,u)l12)-(U-[u”] 
and (4.7) follows by integration by parts. Convergence follows from 
homogeneity. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let fed:, /?>O, O<q<oo, and e>max(O,q-1). Let 
A be such that iii (= (AJ/(2n + 1)lj4. i. (1, 0, 0, 0)) is an q-lattice as in 
Theorem 4.3. Zf C y,Aj’Y(A’R, ,(z, iii)) ’ +’ is a representation off (us in 
(4.4)) and h E MO$+(“+‘)‘Y-“p ’ then, 
C YV I, A”“(A’R,,W> g), ii,))1+8hk) dg (4.9) 
converges absolutely and defines an element Tf of (MO~.+(“+‘)‘q-“p I)*. 
Proof. (cf. CRT]). Note that 
I(A”“(A’Rp,q((O, g), 5ij))‘+“)l <C 
Au@+ lKP+(n+ 1)/Y) 
(A”+ Jg(He(rij)-lj12)(8+2)(8+(n+l)/4)’ 
Combining this with the previous lemma and Proposition 3.18 we have 
that whenever h E MO:,+ (’ + “‘y pn- ‘, 
c1 1 
Yij A’IY(AjR, ,((O g) <-.))‘+” . 3 ‘(I h(g) ds 
Hn 
G C 1 IYijl S 
Nn 
Ih(g)-hh,8,(g)l 
x (AZ’+ Ig(He(iij)~‘)12)(B+l)(B+(“+‘)/Y) dg 
% W{(f) MO,, p+(n+1)/4-“--l(h). 
We will now show that the Szego kernels are in each mean oscillation 
space. We will use this to show that T is one to one and is well defined 
onto a subspace of (MOP,)* Y . 
LEMMA 4.10. Let g be a locally integrable function, B a ball, m a non- 
negative integer, and P a polynomial of homogeneous degree less than or 
equal to m. There is a constant C independent of g and P so that 
.F, k(u) - g$‘%4 du < C s, Mu) - P(u)1 du. 
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Proqf: It is sufficient o establish that 
!’ Isi?’ R - ~(~11 dud C’ i lg(u) - pb)l du -u 
for any ball centered at the origin. Let P(u) = CG, = , LI,~u~‘. Then by (3.9)(i) 
and (ii), 
i 
Jg$yu) - P(u)\ du 
B 
< C I [g(x) - P(x)] dx. B 
LEMMA 4.11. Let 1 < q < co, m = m(a, q) 2 0. Then the Szegii kernel 
1 
sT((t,x,V))=C(it+r+Jl(x,~)112)“+I 
is in MO:. 
Proof: Sr(u)=z~‘“+‘)S,(t~~“* . u) and hence by homogeneity we need 
only consider z= 1. Set S(U)= S,(U) and B,,= E((Aj/N,,) .i, A’) where 
lEz2n+l. Let A > 1. By Lemma 4.10, for j 2 0, 
osc4..,(S, T(A’)) < CA -zi’,” + 1). 
If j < 0, then by Lemma 4.10 and Taylor’s Inequality (Corollary 1.44 of 
CFSI), 
sup IX’S(u)ly du 
u E (B/ )h 111 =m/+ I 1 
I/Y 
I!4 6 CA”” + 1 - c*n + 1 j/Y) 
sup IX’S(u)lydx . 
III =m+ I
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An induction shows that X’S = PS’ +w’(~+‘) where P is a polynomial of 
homogeneous degree less than or equal to 111. Hence, 
IX’S(u)\ <CT, JUI”’ JSJ’+““(n+QC, (UI-(2n+2)-“‘. (4.12) 
Using (4.12) for u large and the estimate ISI < C for u small, we see 
that the final integral is absolutely convergent and is bounded by 
CA”” + ’ - (2nf 2)‘y). The above estimates for oscy, ,(S, 6p(Aj)) and Proposi- 
tion 3.14 yield the desired result. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. The map from At ro (MO;,)*, cr=/3-(n+ 1)(1/s’), 
given in Theorem 4.8 is one-to-one. 
Proof (cf. [RT] ). Suppose Tf = 0. Then 
O= (rf, SA-‘)g) 
=CYijj A’W’Rp, quo, u), ilj)) If0 S,(C’g) du 
ff” 
=I YijA”Y(AjR@,q((z7 g), iij))‘+‘=f(~, g) 
since the integral in the second equality is a convolution of the boundary 
value of an H2 function with the Szegii kernel (cf. [KV]). 
Let MOA; be the closure of { S,(( .)-’ g) : (z, g) E D,,} in MO;. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. T is well defined as a map onto (MOA$)*. 
Proof: Suppose 
Then by Theorem 4.3, V(r, g) ED, 
Cc &4”4(A’Z$,,W, .I, JL,N’+~> S,((.)-‘g)) 
5. THE ATOMIC SPACES Hz 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let 0 < p < q < co. An Hz-atom is a function a(u) 
supported on a ball B such that 
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(i) /u(u)1 < IBI “p, and 
(ii) JB a(u) uB du = 0 for I/j = 0, . . . . (2n + 2) maxi [l/p - 1 I, 
L-UP- l/dh 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let p < 1, O<p < q < m, A > 1. Hz” is the space of 
continuous linear functionals on MOq~(““‘(‘@) which can be represented 
as sums 
f=C 5';;4,(uL (5.3) 
where a, is an Hz-atom supported on B,j (= B(Aj . i, A’)) (in Z*” + ‘) and 
The norm of f in Hz is given by H;(f)=inf{ llylly I f =I yiiaii as in 
(5.3)). 
It is clear that Hz is independent of the choice of A in the definition. 
Also, as in [RT] : 
(i) Formula (5.3) defines a linear functional by setting 
where g E MO;‘“+ ‘)(“p’) and I(f, g)l ,< CH:(f) MO;‘“fl”“P”(g). 
(ii) Hz is a linear space. 
(iii) Hz is a complete metric space. 
The following proposition is essentially the decomposition of molecules 
into atoms. We don’t give the proof since it can be found in various forms 
in [TW, CW, H]. (In our situation the functions are actually “model” 
molecules-powers of the Szegij kernel.) 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let p < 1, 0 < p < q < co, /I = (n + 1 )/p - (n + 1 )/q. 
Then as a function, 
Aj’9(A’Rp, ,((O, u), ii,))’ +e = kg,, cg, k”ij, ktUL (5.5) 
where a, ,Ju) is an H:-atom supported on (Bij)k, and 
IC,l <CA- me+ ‘)(n+lMP) (5.6) 
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The next theorem is the atomic decomposition for boundary functionals 
from At. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let p<l, O<p<q<co, fl=(n+l)/p-(n+l)/q. Let 
f E At with CC y,A’IY(A’RD, ,((z, u), i,))’ +’ a representation of J: Then 
Tf E Hz where Tf is defined by (4.9). Moreover, Hz( Tf) < CNt( f ). 
Proof Outline. As in [RT] the idea is to show that the decomposition 
suggested by the theorem of Coifman-Rochberg and (5.5) defines a 
continuous linear functional on MOT’“+ ‘H”~‘) and thus by the previous 
proposition, 
Tf=C Yij(z cg,kUij,*) (5.8) 
as a linear functional. Finally, a rearrangement of this sum yields the 
desired result. The proof is a straightforward, but very long and technical, 
adaptation of Theorem (10.9) in [RT] and we omit it. 
We will now prove that the Szego projection is bounded from H; to At 
but first we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.9. Suppose a(g) (= a(t, x, y)) is an HP,-atom supported on 
B(0, r). There is a constant c > 0 such that 
I& * a(& x, Y)I d 
i 
r(2n + 2)(1~ l/p) + 2m + 2 
c 
I(r+r2)+it+ I\(x,y)J12Jn+2+m 
(for T > r2 or I(t, x, y)( 2 2r) (5.10) 
Cr(2n+2)(1-l/p) (n+l) 
It 
Vor z < r2 and I(t, x, y)( < 2r), 
wherem=(2n+2)max[(l/p-l/q), (l/p-l)]. 
Proof: The second estimate follows from the fact that la(g)1 < 
r -(2n+ ‘)(‘lp). For the first estimate we use the vanishing moments of a(g) 
and Taylor’s Inequality. 
S, * a(g) = C i,. a t’, x’, y’) S,( (t’, x’, y’) - * g) dr’ dx’ dy’ ( 
(5.11) 
= C jHn a(t’, x’, y’)[S,((t’, x’, y’)-’ g)- Ty(t’, x’, y’)] dt’ dx’ dy’, 
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where TT(f’, x’, .v’) is the Taylor polynomial of S,( (f’, x’, ,I)‘) ’ g) of degree 
m centered at 0. Therefore, as in the proof of Lemma 4.11, 
UCBh 
,(2n+2)(1~ l/p)+2m+2 
bc ,(A T + 11(x, y)J(2)y+2+m’ 
and (5.10) now follows from a computation. 
LEMMA 5.12. Suppose u(g) is an Hz-atom supported on B (= B(0, r)) 
and p = (n + 1)/p - (n + 1)/q > 0. Then Nt(S, * u(g)) d C. 
Proof: Let 
ST * 4&T) =fl(? g) +f2(~, g) 
= s, * 4&Y) X(0, rq xB(O,2?-)(5, g) + (S, * 4s) -f*(T, 8)). 
From (5.10), If2(z, g)[ < IAj’Y(A’Rp, &(r, g), ioj))’ toI (by choosing appro- 
priate 0 and j). But, N~(A”“(,4jRp,,((r, g), &,,))‘+“) < C, (cf. [CR]). To 
estimate N$f,(r, g)) we first use the boundedness of the SzegG projection 
on L’(H,). (For the proof of this fact see [KV].) Pick 1 so that I > 1 and 
lq = 2. For z > 0, 
s > l/l Ifi(~, g)ly dg<C PI I”’ lfi(~, g)lc & B(O, 7.r) 
0 > I// 
= c IBI ‘/I’ IS, * 4g)l’q 4 
B(O, 2r) 
6C IBI”” llS(u)ll$q<C IBI”” Ilull& 
> 111 
= c IBI ‘I” 6C14-Y’P. (5.13) 
Hence, 
THEOREM 5.14. Let p<l, O<p<q<co, P=(~~+l)/p-(n+l)/q and 
f( = C yjjai,) E H:(f). Then (Sf)(7, g) = C yiIS, * ai, converges uni- 
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formly on compact subsets to an element of At and is well defined. Moreover, 
N,BW) d q(f). 
Proof. We begin by showing that Sf converges in norm. First, 
consider the case 0 < q < 1. Then N$S’) = Nf(C y$, * a,) d 
C ily[I,7 supij N$S(aij)) G C llylly by Lemma 5.12. For q > 1 we write 
f =fi +fi=C y,(Aij), +C y,JA,,), where, as in the proof of Lemma 5.12, 
each summand in f, is supported in a rectangle and the corresponding 
summand in fi is supported in the complement. We first consider f,. 
C C IYijI’ I(Aij), (~3 811 I[ 
414’ 
d C C I(Aij), (~2 g)l 
A2’tr KGB,, 1 
C I[ I 
YJY’ <C 1(~~14 I(Aij),(T, g)l C Ai(*“+*)(‘-llp)Z-(n+l) 
A*),, 
G c C lYijlq ICAij)I CT, S)l t (n + 1 )(I - I/P)(Y - 1+ -(n + 1 )(q - I) 3 
the next to last inequality following from Lemma 5.9 and the finite inter- 
section property of the covering. Therefore, using (5.13), 
Nt(fl) G C (z (Yij(' j:" (jHn \(A,), (~7 g)l dg) T’“+ ‘)(“‘-‘) f)‘-’ 
s 
A*/ 
<c llylly sup A*i(“+lNl-llP) ,p+l)(l/p--l) g 
> 
“y = c IlYllq. 
0 z 
The norm estimate for f2 is obtained by combining Lemma 5.9 with the 
argument on pages 23 and 24 of [CR] used to prove norm convergence in 
the Coifman-Rochberg decomposition. 
To get uniform convergence on any set of the form (to, co) x H,, to > 0, 
and for any q > 0 we use the subharmonicity of Ix yijS, * ai,(g)lY. Thus, 
From this it follows that 
C YijSr * aijk) G C(S, ~0. n) N$ C YijS, * aij(g) 
> 
for any r > tO. 
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Now suppose f’ is the zero linear functional. Then 0 = (f, S,( ( .) ‘g) ) 
for every (7, g) E D,, . Thus f(~, g) is zero and f is well defined. We can now 
take the infimum in our norm estimate and get the final inequality in the 
theorem. 
Let HA: be Hz considered as functionals on MOAf.. Let T’ be the map 
from At to HA; defined by T followed by the constructive atomic decom- 
position of Theorem 5.7. 
COROLLARY 5.16. T’ is well defined, one to one, continuous and onto. /t’s 
inverse is S. 
Proof. By Propositions 4.13 and 4.14 and Theorem 5.7, T’ is well 
defined and one-to-one. It is onto by definition of its range and continuity 
follows from the previous theorem. 
6. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
The atomic decomposition given here is only valid for p > (n + 1 )( 1 - l/q) 
when q > 1. By choosing atoms satisfying an L, norm estimate and defining 
Ht’ as linear functionals on more general MO spaces (where the L, norm 
of g minus its approximating polynomial is replaced by the L norm) one 
should be able to get an atomic decomposition of all the weighted Bergman 
spaces. 
Ricci and Taibleson considered mixed norm spaces. By extending the 
proof of Coifman and Rochberg one should be able to prove a representa- 
tion theorem for these spaces also and get an atomic decomposition. 
This paper shows that the holomorphic Besov spaces have atomic and 
molecular decompositions. Do the general spaces also have such decom- 
positions? Probably they do (see [RT] or [FJl]). If so, Theorem 5.14 
states that the Cauchy-Szegh projection is bounded on these spaces. (This 
is related to the 3, problem.) 
It would also be interesting to know how much of the results here can 
be extended to more general domains. 
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